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Abstract - Humans are the most intelligent species on the 
earth and are very health conscious. The evolution of recent 
technologies like data science and machine learning has 
opened the trail for healthcare communities and medical 
establishments, to observe the diseases earliest as potential 
and it helps to supply higher patient care. For many medical 
organizations, disease prediction is very important for making 
the best possible healthcare decisions. Machine Learning is a 
field where we can develop a model to learn machines to make 
decisions on their own from real-time data and from past 
experience. We proposed a model to predict disease from some 
symptoms. So, in this experiment, we propose a new 
knowledge-based system for disease prediction using KNN, 
SVM, NB, DT, RF, and LR for data modeling and we got 
maximum 98.36 percent accuracy from the KNN algorithm. 
This paper is planned to develop multi-disease prediction 
using the machine learning concept. Our main contribution is 
to implement feature engineering and standard scal-ing to 
optimize our algorithm and better performance. The decision 
pro-posed support system for disease diagnosis might be 
implemented using the suggested methodology, aiding doctors 
in their work and enhancing patient outcomes. So, future 
studies will concentrate on increasing the dataset to cover a 
wider range of patient demographics and improving the 
machine learning algorithms to better prediction accuracy. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning is the programming field of computers 
where computer systems learn from data and experience. 
Nowadays, demands for health-related information are 
transforming information-seeking behavior, as demonstrated 
globally. Finding accurate health information online on 
symptoms, diagnoses, and treatments can just be time-
consuming and expensive for many people. Today, billions of 
searches are performed daily, and sometimes the results are 
significant, and sometimes they are not. Such search terms 
generate thousands of results linked to medical advice. 
Diseases and health-related problems like Pneumonia, 
dengue, AIDS, Diabetes, Hepatitis, Jaundice, Arthritis, etc. 

Cause a major effect on someone’s health and sometimes 
might also come to death if they ignore[1]. People usually 
want to know if their symptoms are indicative of any serious 
diseases. However, they cannot access any tools that would 
provide them with precise information. Mainly machine 
Learning technology gives us a superior platform in the 
medical field so that healthcare issues will be solved 
effectively[10]. From the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services, 50% of Americans have multiple chronic diseases 
with a total US healthcare expenditure in 2016 being about 
$3.3 trillion, which amounts to $10,348 per person in the 
US[11]. This project intends to give them the tools they need 
to tell end users about disease prediction. If review mining 
can be used to create a prediction system for physicians and 
medicine, a lot of time will be saved. Understanding complex 
medical terms, such as scientific names, might be challenging 
while using this type of system's user interface. The user is 
confused by the wealth of medical knowledge on numerous 
symptom categories that are provided. This system's 
objective is to change to meet the particular user interaction 
requirements of the health area. A crucial part of treatment is 
using symptoms to anticipate sickness. In our experiment, we 
give an effort to accurately predict a disease by examining the 
patient's symptoms. 

In the field of health informatics, machine learning becomes 
more popular to diagnosis, prognosis, personalized medicine 
and identify any disease by using some machine leaning 
technique. So, if we can predict any disease at it’s early stage, 
it will be more easy to give treatment to the patient by any 
medical servant. Overall, machine learning has the potential 
to change the medical industry by giving medical experts 
strong tools to more precisely and effectively predict, 
diagnose, and treat diseases. 

2.LITERATURE REVIEW 

Grampurohit, S. and Sagarnal, C., [1] Via assisting doctors in 
early clinical diagnosis and prediction, a classification method 
that was constructed employing machine learning techniques 
was intended to greatly aid inside this settlement for mental 
well-being challenges. One representative collection 
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containing 49201 patient records having diagnosis covering 
40 diseases were selected for the study. The multiple 
regression was made up of 42 disorders. There must have 
been 95 of 132 independent factors (symptomatology) that 
were clearly related to diseases. In just this research study, a 
sickness estimation system was originally developed using 
machine learning algorithms like Classifier, Random Forest 
classifier, and the Naive Bayes classifier was exhibited. In just 
this study, 3 systems' effectiveness on a health file is 
thoroughly compared, with each algorithm producing results 
with just a reliability of upwards to 94% 

Marouane Fethi Ferjani’s [2] Through examining key metrics, 
these research seeks to find trends across different based On 
supervised model types towards sickness detection. 
Regarding classifiers, the K-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree 
(DT), and Naïve Bayes classifier (NB) algorithms attracted the 
most interest (KNN). Svm Classifier (SVM) is indeed the best 
at detecting parkinson's, as according to studies. Using 
Logistic Regression (LR) performed extremely well enough in 
terms of predicting heart conditions. Lastly, 
recommendations were performed employing Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN) and Random Forest (RF), 
accordingly, both precise specific diseases of infectious 
symptoms. 

Anant Agrawal, Harshit Agrawal, Shivam Mittal, and Mradula 
Sharma declared [3] About this research, researchers 
propose a hybrid machine learning framework composed of 
support vector machines and evolutionary algorithms. Data 
sets for the liver, diabetes, and heart, that everything 
retrieved either from a reputed university were utilized to 
assess our algorithm. On the data sets, researchers evaluated 
their algorithms. These were 75.4% effective on the 
Cleveland Heart dataset. By maintaining all of the parameters, 
researchers were able to cut the feature count from Thirteen 
to Ten with sustaining overall compromise on accuracy as 
evaluated by the SVM alone across the entire data. For such 
liver datasets, they achieved the highest precision (78.6%). 
By minimizing the number of components, they were able to 
achieve marginally lower accurateness, however, they were 
both still well within acceptable parameters. 

Chauhan, R.H., Naik, D.N., Halpati, R.A., Patel, S.J., and 
Prajapati, M.A., discussed [4] This test measures the patient's 
signs as input and determined the risk that the sickness may 
arise. Utilizing a decision-tree classifier, disease prediction is 
actually achieved. The frequency of an illness is computed by 
a decision tree classifier. Appropriate diagnosis data 
management improves in earlier disease classification and 
clinical management as big data demand increases inside the 
healthcare and biomedical industries. 

Keniya, R., Khakharia, A., Shah, V., Gada, V., Manjalkar, R., 
Thaker, T., Warang, M. and Mehendale, N., wrote  [5] it 
created a methodology to predict diseases employing 
multiple Machine learning techniques. Upwards of 235 

diseases were included in the dataset that has been 
examined. This assessment system includes an outcome as 
such sickness which a person might well be encountering in 
light of the symptoms, age, and gender of the patient. 
Through comparing the different algorithms, a balanced KNN 
algorithm generated the greatest outcomes. This balanced 
KNN algorithm had a predictive performance around 93.6%. 
If an illness is identified earlier, our diagnostics program may 
play the role of a doctor, enabling appropriate care as well as 
the possibility of ensuring safety. designations. 

3.METHODOLOGY 

So, In this part, we have discussed some important phase So, 
In this part, we have discussed some important phase that is 
given below : 

 Dataset Description. 

 Data Preprocessing and exploration. 

 Feature Engineering. 

 Model Selection. 

 System Architecture. 

 Model Evaluation. 

 Result and Discussion. 

3.1 DATASET COLLECTION: 

We collect the data from Kaggle[16], which has 132 
syndromes from 4920 pa-tient data and we have taken into 
consideration consists of 132 symptoms and 41 disorders. 
We intend to create a model that incorporates user-provided 
symptoms and predicts the disease based on the 4920 patient 
data. 

3.2 DATASET DESCRIPTION:  

From the dataset, here is all syndromes that we analyzed for 
this experiment. This 132 syndrome is our independent 
variable. Depending on those syndromes we target the 
prognosis column to predict disease. 
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Table-1: The table shows the all syndromes from our dataset. 

 
Table-2: All the syndromes in prognosis. 

 

3.3 Data preprocessing and exploration: 

Data pre-processing is an approach that changes the raw data 
or encodes the data into a form that the algorithm can quickly 
decode. The preprocessing methods applied in the study that 
is being presented in given below: 

Data cleaning: Data cleaning is an important method for data 
pre-processing. Data is made clean through procedures 
including filling in missing values and removing null values 
which eliminate the data's discrepancies. 

Data reduction: When working with large databases, 
analysis becomes challenging. That’s why we eliminate some 
independent values that will not or have little effect on the 
target variable. So, 95 out of 132 symptoms that are closely 
related to the diseases are chosen for this research. 

So for betterment, we have made several data visualizations 
to check the case of these factors. 

In the dataset, we got several null values  present in the 
columns. For modeling purposes, we decided to remove all 
the null values from each column and we converted all object 
values into categorical integer values. 

From the given dataset, we were selected four target 
columns, which include the results from prognosis. 

Now, here is the correlation matrix diagram from our 
experiment. 

 

Chart-1 : Correlation Matrix. 

So, the correlational matrix is a table that shows the 
correlation coefficients between two symptoms. 
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3.4 Feature Engineering:  

After preprocessing the dataset, we got 132 symptoms from 
4920 patients. Then we use some method to predict the 
accuracy but the was 100 percent which was overfitted. So, in 
this case, we use feature engineering to remove low-
importance features. After removing the low-importance 
feature we got 33 symptoms from 4920 patients. For example 
: 

 

Chart-2: Feature Importance for Random Forest Model. 

 

Chart-3: Feature Importance for Decision Tree Model. 

Lastly, after using feature engineering, we get the final data 
shape and we split the dataset into train and test datasets. 

3.5 Model Selection:  

We use six algorithms to predict diseases from the trained 
model. 

 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): 

 Support Vector Machine. (SVM) 

 Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) 

 Decision Tree Classifier. (DT) 

 Random forest Classifier. (RF) 

 Logistic Regression. (LR) 

3.6 Working Procedure:  

We analyze some historical data depending on syndromes. 
Then we input all data after cleaning the dataset to learn 
every model to predict the outcome.   

Here are some models that we use in this project: 

K- NEAREST NEIGHBORS – k-NN is a supervised learning 
classifier, non-parametric, which uses proximity to 
predictions the group of an individual data point. 

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE – SVM is a type of deep learning 
supervised algorithm for the classification or regression of 
data groups. 

GAUSSIAN NAÏVE BAYES – GNB is a probabilistic 
classification algorithm based on applying Bayes' theorem 
with strong independence assumptions. 

DECISION TREE – A decision tree is a particularly particular 
sort of probabilistic tree that allows users to choose an 
approach to take a decision. It is a supervised learning 
method that is used for both classification and regression 
applications. 

RANDOM FOREST – Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler are the 
creators of the widely used machine learning technique 
known as random forest, which mixes the output of several 
decision trees to produce a single outcome. 

LOGISTIC REGRESSION – A statistical analysis approach 
called logistic regression uses previous observations from a 
data set to predict a binary result, such as yes or no. By 
examining the correlation between one or more already 
present independent variables, a logistic regression model 
forecasts a dependent data variable. 

3.7  System Architecture:  

In the given figure shows the working procedure of our 
system. In the system firstly we select the dataset then we 
preprocess the whole dataset, 2ndly we use feature 
engineering to remove all the low-importance features from 
the chosen dataset. 3rdly we clean the whole dataset after 
that we divide the dataset into train and test set. Lastly, we 
choose six classifiers to predict the disease. 
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Chart-4 : System Architecture. 

3.8 Evolution Method:   

In this experiment, we calculate the performance of 
evolution. Firstly we represent TP, TN, FP, and FN, which 
represent True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and 
False Negative respectively. Now, we will calculate the four 
measurements: recall, precision, accuracy, and F1 score as 
given below :   

Accuracy:                                                (1) 

Precision:                         (2) 

Recall:                             (3) 

F1-Score :                                          (4) 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION. 

In this work we use six algorithms to predict the accuracy of 
the model and calculate the classification report of each 
algorithm. So, the table shows the result obtained from our 
experiment. 

 

 

Table-3: The table shows the accuracy and classification 
report of each algorithm. 

 

 

Chart -5: The chart shows the accuracy of six classifiers. 

Here we use six machine learning models to predict the 
disease. Out of six models, we got 97% or more accuracy for 
all models. As shown in Figure-5 out of all the models, we got 
the highest accuracy for the KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) that is 
98.37% and the lowest accuracy for NB (Naive Bayes) which 
was 97.76%. Moreover, other models are DT, SVM, LR and RF 
Classifiers also the accuracy is accordingly 98.27%, 98.17%, 
98.0%, and 97.86%. Lastly, Precision, recall, and F1 scores 
are 98% for all the models. 

 5. CONCLUSION 

This project aims to predict any disease with the given 
symptoms. So, the experiment that we organized in a way 
that system takes input which is symptoms from the user 
and generates output by predicting the actual disease. To 
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sum up, the variety of aspects of the hospital data affects 
how accurately risk is predicted for diseases using risk 
modeling and we got maximum accuracy up to 98.37 percent 
from KNN algorithm. 
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